Genetic and phenotypic parameter estimates of total and partial lifetime traits for dairy ewes.
A data file with 11,547 lactations for 2602 Spanish Churra ewes, daughters of 100 sires and 2179 dams, was used to estimate genetic and phenotypic parameters of total and partial lifetime traits with a multiple-trait animal model using REML. These ewes first lambed between 1992 and 1998 and belonged to 27 flocks enrolled in the nucleus scheme of the breed. The study took into account 4 life span traits, 2 productive traits, and 2 reproductive traits. Lifetime revenues from milk and lambs were calculated. Daily traits for both milk and revenues of lifetime, productive life, and useful life were also calculated. Partial lifetime traits were considered for the first 3 parities. The model included flock and birth year within flock as fixed effects and animal as a random effect. Both fixed effects contributed significantly to variation of all total lifetime traits. Milk production level was included in the model as a covariable to adjust life span traits. Heritability estimates for life span traits were low (0.02 to 0.06), indicating few possibilities for direct genetic selection. Genetic and phenotypic correlations among life span traits averaged 0.90 and 0.87, respectively. Heritabilities for daily milk and revenue traits were always higher than those for their corresponding lifetime traits. Heritability for milk yield per day of useful life was 0.25 (+/-0.04). Heritability estimates for partial lifetime performance traits increased notably when more parities were included (from the first parity to the first 3 parities). Their genetic and phenotypic correlations with total lifetime traits also increased gradually when more information was considered. These results indicate that possibilities for early genetic selection for some lifetime traits are not totally excluded.